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1. INTRODUCTION

If 0 _<fis a decreasing (= non-increasing) function of a single variable,
then Sawyer [8] established an explicit form of an LP-duality theorem
for such functions, and applied it to prove weight characterizations
for which the identity operator, the Hardy integral operator and its
conjugate defined on monotone functions is bounded on weighted
Lebesgue spaces. As a consequence weight characterizations were
obtained for which a number of classical operators, such as the Hardy-
Littlewood maximal function and the Hilbert transform, are bounded
on weighted Lorentz spaces.

It is natural to seek extensions of such duality theorems to func-
tions of several variables monotone in each of its variables separately.
Such generalizations were recently obtained by Barza, Persson and
Stepanov [3]. To explain some of their generalizations we require some
notation: We write n+ {(xl,...,xn). xi >0, 1,2,...,n} and
[+ [+. If f: [_ + is decreasing (increasing) separately in each
variable we write, 0<f (0<f#). A set DC [_ is said to be
decreasing if its characteristic function Xn, and clearly if 0 < h and
t> 0, then the set Dh,t {x +: h(x) > t} is decreasing.

If 0 < q < p < , (1/r) (1/q) (1/p), then it was shown in [3] that

(f.+fqu) 1/q

sup
o <_f (fa,+ffv)/1

(fn+ U)l/q

0_<h, d]oh,,V)+ sup {f (fDhtU)
r/q

where u and v are non-negative (weight) functions. For the case
0<p<q< cf. [2].

If q < p < c and u g > 0 then (1.1) with n is a variant of
the duality theorem given in [8]. Now, if n > 1 and 0 < h is arbitrary,
then a quantitative form of the sets Dh, may be difficult to give and
this limits the applicability of the duality formula (1.1).
The purpose of this paper is to prove a duality formula of the form

(1.1) with q 1, u g and v a product weight, that is, a weight function
of the form v(x)= v(xl, x,,)= vl(xl). v,,(x,), vi > O, i= 1,..., n.
This permits explicit applications to mapping properties of operators
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defined on the cone of such monotone functions between weighted
Lebesgue spaces. We illustrate this for the identity operator on [_,
(a result also proved in [2]) and in case n 2 by the Hardy integral
operator defined on function decreasing in both variables separately.
Also, a corresponding discrete version of the duality principle is given
where the functions are replaced by sequences {aij)i,j=l, which are
decreasing in both indices. Again an application is given for the C6saro
operator defined on such monotone sequences. The case of sequences
monotone in a single index was proved in [7] under slight additional
conditions on the weight sequence. In the proof given here (which also
carries over to the one dimensional case) this additional assumption is
not required.
The manuscript is structured as follows: The next section contains

a number of known or easily derived results required. These include
the weighted Hardy inequality and its discrete analogue in higher
dimensions. In Section 3 the duality theorems for functions of several
variables are given, while Section 4 contains the discrete analogue in two
dimensions. The final section contains applications, that is, embedding
theorems for the identity and Hardy operator defined on decreasing
functions and a corresponding result for sequences of monotone type.
Throughout, functions are assumed to be measurable, constants,

denoted by A, B, C, sometimes with subscripts, are always positive and
may be different at different places. If (X, u) is a measure space, then

=/flu(X) {f on X: (fx [flt’d’) /’ < c}, 1 <p < o, and if
v(x)dx we write . If d, is the counting measure we obtain the
sequence spaces g. X is usually [_ or I x . The conjugate index of
p is p’ =p/(p-1), p-l. Inequalities (such as (2.1)) are interpreted to
mean that if the right hand side is finite, so is the left hand side and the
inequality holds. The symbol (cfi (1.1)) means that the quotient of
the right and left hand side is bounded above and below by positive
constants, while expressions of the form 0.o o.0 are taken as zero.
Finally, if xE [_ then f(1/x) =f(1/x,..., 1/Xn), X X’’’ X,
C E and

Other notations will be introduced when required.
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2. PRELIMINARY RESULTS

Our first result is the following higher dimensional Hardy inequality
for product weights.

THEOREM 2.1 If U and v are product weights on n+ whose components
are ui, vi, 1,. n; and < p <_ q < x, then for 0 <_f

< C( f+f(x)Pv(x)dx) (2"1)(fn+u(x)(fooXf)qdx)l/q lip

is satisfied, if and only if maxi= n A =- A < o, where

Ai sup ui(t)dt vi(t) 1-p’dt
s>O

(2.2)

Similarly, if 0 <_f, then

<C(fu+f(x)Pv(x)dx)
I/p

(2.3)(JRn+U(X)(fx f)qdx) ’/q

holds, if and only if maxi= n Bi =- B < o, where

Bi sup tli( t)dt vi( t) -r’dt (2.4)
s>o

Moreover, if C is the smallest constant for which (2.1), respectively
(2.3) holds, then A" < C < [pl/q(ff)l/p’A]", respectively, Bn < C <
[pl/q(pt)l/P’B]n.

Proof The equivalence of (2.3) and (2.4) follows from the equivalence
of (2.1) and (2.2) via a change of variables and is therefore omitted.
To prove (2.1)=(2.2), define r= (r,... ,r,), ri > O, i= 1,... ,n and

f(x) I-Ii=l Vi(xi)l-P’x,(O,ri)(Xi). For this f, we obtain from (2.1) that

H ui(xi)dxi vi(ti) l-p’dti
i=l

(fn+ U(X)(fooXf)qdX) ./q
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Dividing by the product on the right hand it follows that

so that An < C.
To prove the converse, we use induction: For n 1, the result is well

known (cf. [7, Theorem 1.14]). If maxi_-1 n-1 Ai < , and (2.1) is
satisfied with n replaced by n-1, then define

xIF(Xl,..., xn_, tn) f(tl,..., tn_, tn)dt.., dtn_.
0

From the one dimensional case, Minkowski’s integral inequality and
the induction assumption it follows that

x u(x) F(x,...,x_,t)dt dx dx_...dx

X Ul (Xl) -1(X-I)F(Xl,..., X-l, )&-I""" &l-,

bnAn-l’" .Al(pl/q(p’)l/P’)"]P z f(t)Pv(t)dt.
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The first inequality holds, if and only if

An sup un(tn)dt, vn(t)l-p’dt

Hence the result follows.

We require the following special case of Theorem 2.1 in the next
section:

COROLLARY 2.2 Suppose v is a product weight on n+,
x

0Xi

V(x) v, Vi(xi)= vi, i--1,...,n

and < p < o. Then for 0 <_f

( f+ V(X) ( fxf)Pdx)1/p < C( f+f(x)PV(x)Pv(x)l-Pdx)
l/p

(2.5)

is satisfied. Moreover, the smallest C in (2.5) satisfies (p’-1)-n/P’<
C<p".

Proof Apply (2.3) of Theorem 2.1 with q =p, u replaced by v and v by
Vp v -P. Then

Bi sup vi(t)dt [vi(t)l-Pvi(t)P] 1-p’
1/p’

s>0

sup Vi(s) lip vi(t)Vi(t)-P’dt < (p’- 1)-I/P’ < c.
s>0

Next, we consider the following special case:

COROLLARY 2.3 Suppose u(x) u(x)u2(x2), v(x) Vl(X)V2(X2), x

2+ and < p < q < 0. Thenfor 0 <f

u(x)( fo x’ j’x?f)qdx) <_ c( f  +fP(x)v(x)dx) (2.6)
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is satisfied if and only if

(/o )oo 1/q

’ll-P’
1/p’

sup Ul

:u>p0 (fs u2)1/q(foS v-p’)
lip’

< cz. (2.7)

Proof Let 3(tl, t2) =f(tl, 1/t2)/t, fi(xl,x2) u(xl, 1/x2)/x22,
(t, t2) t2p-2v(tl, l/t2), then the left side of (2.6) is

by Theorem 2.1, if and only if the first supremum of (2.7) holds and

(fs )l/q(foS )lip’oo u2(1/t) dt t-2(l+)(1-1/)v2(1/t) l-l/dtsup
t2s>o

But the obvious change of variable shows that this is equivalent to the
second supremum of (2.7).

It is clear that a higher dimensional analogue of Corollary 2.3 may
be proved in the same way.
The following standard duality theorem for Lp- and P-spaces is

stated for completeness only.

THEOREM 2.4

(a) lf (X, v) is a measure space and <p < o, then for 0 < g

gP’du sup (2.8)
o <_f (fxfPdu)1/

(b) If v is a weight function, then

g’v-’ sup (2.9)
O <_f (fxft’v) I/I
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(c) The corresponding discrete analogues for (2.8) and (2.9) hold also
and constitute duality theorems in gP-spaces.

The discrete analogue of Theorem 2.1 follows from the following
result proved by Sinnamon [9] and Bennett [4]:

THWOREM 2.5 [9,4] Suppose {Un}n%l, {vn}n%l are strictly positive
(weight) sequences and < p < q < o. If a =_ {an}n=l is a positive
sequence, then the Hardy-Cbsaro inequality

<_ C avn
n=l

1/p

is satisfied, if and only if

( )l/q(vln-P’) lip’

sup Un
m > n=m n=l

For the conjugate Copson operator, the inequality

[=l Rn(=nak)ql l/q

< C <v
1/p

is satisfied, if and only if

sup Un V -p’

m > 0 n=l n=m

We also require a discrete analogue of Corollary 2.2 for the case
n=2.

COROLLARY 2.6 Suppose {Vi,j}i=l iS a product weight sequence: li,j

ViVj’l" ,! and V Ek=li V, Vj" ’c=l Vk" and < p < cx. If a {ai,j} i,j=l
is a positive sequence, then

ij. p ,.,,.,,,,p 1-p (2.10)Vi,j an,m < C a i,jk vi v. vi.j
"= n=i m=j i,j=

is satisfied.
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Proof Define {bj} by bn,j -m=jan,m, then the left side of (2.10)
becomes

Eq <c’ "
j=l i=1 n=i j=l i=1

(2.11)

by Theorem 2.5 with q =p, provided that for each m E

i=1 i=m

(2.12)

is bounded. But using the fact that for any positive sequence {C,}n=
and a >

Cn Ck < a’ ck (2.13)
n=m k=l k=l

holds for m E 1, the second product of (2.12) becomes

<_p =p
i=m i=1 i=1

Hence (2.12) is bounded byp and thus, (2.11) is satisfied. Since the sum
on the right side of (2.11) is

(v;)P(v’i)I-Pi=I ’= V;’
m=j

ai,m

VtVttpo 1-p...pCP (" "j vi,j u i,j

by Theorem 2.5 with q=p, whenever (2.12) holds with replaced by
j’, the results follows, m

Remark 2.7 In a similar way one can obtain weighted inequalities of
the form (2.10) where the double sum on the left of (2.10) is replaced
by oo-m=l Era=j"’n=l or
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We conclude this section by recalling the following consequence of
Abel’s summation formula: If {bk}kl, {Vk}k are positive sequences,

Bn: Ebk, n> l, Bo=O; Vn: EVk, nEN,
k=l k=l

then

n=k n=k
(2.14)

3. DUALITY THEOREMS FOR FUNCTIONS

We first consider the case for functions of two variables, decreasing in
each variable separately. The general case as we shall see follows
along the same lines.

TrEOIEM 3.1 Suppose v is a product weight on [2+, Vi(xi) f’ vi(t)dt,
i= 1,2 and < p < cxz. Ifg > O, then

fa +fg 4

(3.1)

where

I v(o)-/llgll,

12- V2()-/’{ f0 (f0’ Ilg(s,.)llldS)
p’

-P’
1/p’

g (Xl)Vl(Xl)dXl

!3= VI(O)-I/P{ fo ( fo
xl I,g(.,t)llld,)

p’

V2(x2) -p’ }
1/p,

v (x )dx 

x V(x)_P,v(x)dx} 1/#14={f (f0 g)P’
where V(x) V(x) V2(x2).
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Proof The argument of the proof follows along the lines of the one
dimensional theorem proved by Stepanov [10].

Let O(g) denote the left hand side of (3.1), then for the proof of the
lower bound we consider several cases:

Iff= C > 0,.a constant, then

fn+fg IlgllO(g) > sup= (f,+fv)/ v(o)/
I1.

Iff(x, x2) is decreasing in Xl only, letf(xl, x2) fx h, where h on +
is arbitrary. Then

O(g) > sup sup
,,.(,)=f. , (fuf,v) ’/" a o (fa v(x)( h)Pdx)/p

f h(tl)(fg’ [[g(xl, ")llldx)dtl
sup. 0 (xl[2 (Xll(L7 heXlleXt

Applying Corollary 2.2 with n 1 the inner integral of the denomi-
nator is dominated by

h(xy’v (xy’v (x -dx

so that

O(g) >p-V2(oo)-l/P supf(hV1/vl )(vl/V1)(f’ IIg(xl ,’)lldxl )dtl
>_o (f(hVl/vll’Vl)/"

=p-IV2(oo)-I/P ]lg(xl,’)lldXl Vl(tl)-P’vl(tl)dtl
--p-l12,

where the last inequality follows from Theorem 2.4 (a) with
X:+,dv(x)=vl(X1)dXl, f replaced by (hV/v) and g by
Vl(tl)-l(fg [Ig(xl,.)llldx).

If f(xl,x2) is decreasing in x2 only, the argument is completely
analogous and we obtain O(g)> p-113.
Iff is decreasing in both variables, let f(x) x h, where h on 2+

is arbitrary. If G(t) fg g, (tl, t2), then an interchange of order of
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integration and Corollary 2.2 with n 2 show that

oo

h > o (fn v(x)(fx h)Pdx)/p
p-2 sup

h o (f Vv-)’/

=p-: sup f#+ (hV/v)(v/V)G (L ( G)P’ )h_> o (f+ (hV/vl’vl/P
p-

+ - v

:p-214

where again Theorem 2.4 has been applied. Clearly the lower bound
follows from these estimates.
To prove the upper bound of O(g) we interchange the order of

integration several times and use the monotonicity of f in both its
variables to obtain
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v2(t2) Vl(tl). f(Xl,t2)Vl(Xl)-1

x (ft:g(x)V2(x2)-ldx2)dxldtldt2
<- f2+ v(t)f(t) ( ft g(x)V(x)-ldx)dt.

To estimate the inner integral of (3.2), observe first that

g(x)V2 (x2)-ldx2

V(x)- (x,s)ds

+ U(x)-(x) (x,s)s x

V()-llg(xl,’)l + V(x)-(x)

Therefore

(3.2)

=Jl +J2,

VI (Xl) -1 V2(oo)-lllg(xl,.)lll

V2(00)-1 Vl(Xl)-lllg(xl,.)llldXl

+ ft2 V2(x2)-2v2(x2) Vl (Xl)-l ( foX2g(xl,s2)ds2)dxldx2
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respectively. Again integrating by parts shows that

respectively. Hence the inner integral of (3.2) is estimated by y]i4= Kj.
Substituting and applying H61der’s and Minkowski’s inequalities we
obtain

(3.3)

Now
1/#
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By symmetry the same argument applies to yield

(L+ vKl’) I/#
<_p’13.

Finally, by Corollary 2.2 with n= 2, p replaced by p’ and f by
V-2vf g we find

(f+ V(t)(ftt V(x)-2v(x)

(foXg)dx)P’dt) I"
<- (ff)2 ( L+ V(x)-# ( fooXg)P’v(x)dx) I/I’

(P’)I4.
Dividing by the first integral factor we obtain

f  +fg < 11 +p’(I1 + 12) + (ff)14
(fafl, v) l/t,

from which the upper bound of O(g) follows.
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It is clear that if Vi(o)= o, 1,2, then 11 12 13 0. Assuming
these conditions on the product weights we obtain

COROLLARY 3.2 Suppose v is a product weight and Vi(xi) fi vi satis-

fies Vi(c)= o, i= 1,..., n. If < p < c, then

sup
f"+fg ( L (fox )" )

l/p’

g v(x)-v’-, v(x)dx (3.4)
O <-fg (f+fPv) 1/p

Proof It is clear that all terms for the upper and lower bound are zero
except one. The non-zero term for the lower bound arises when f is
taken as f(x)= fo h, h on

_
and for the upper bound the only

nonzero term is

In both cases we apply Corollary 2.2 to obtain the result.

COROLLARY 3.3 Suppose < p < x, g >_ 0 and v a product weight such
that V; (xi) fx, l:i satisfies V. (0) oo, i= 1,..., n. Then

sup
fa+fg ( L ( fx )P’ ) ’/P’

O<_f(f+fPvll/P .+
g V*(xI-P’v(xldx

Proof If 0 _<f then j(x) f(1 Ix) .. If (x) g(1 Ix)Ix2, (x)
v(1/x)/x then by (3.4) with f replaced by 3, g by , v by where
f’(x) f we obtain

sup sup
0 Sf (ffPv) 1/p 0 S/g (fnfp)l/p

( (fg)P’v,(x)_P,v(x)dx) l/p’.

Note that P(O)= if and only if V() .
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It is clear from this result how a duality theorem of a function f of
mixed monotonicity is obtained. For example iff (xl, x2) is decreasing
in Xl and increasing in x2 (write 0 <fT ) we obtain

COROLLARY 3.4 Suppose 1 <p < cx, g > O, v a product weight on R+,
where Vl(Xl) v, v;(x2) fxT P2 satisfies vl(oo)
Then

fa+fg
sup

o <_/ (fa+fl’v) /t’

(fo
Proof Define :(Xl,X2) =f(x1, l/X2), (X1,X2) g(xl, 1/X2)/X2,
2(X2) V2 (X)/X2, 92(X2) f* 2. Then from obvious changes of
variables Corollary 3.2 applies and the result follows, m

4. A DUALITY THEOREM FOR MONOTONE SEQUENCES

In this section we prove the discrete analogue of Theorem 3.1 under
the condition that the sums of the product weight series diverge.

THEOREM 4.1 Suppose {Vi,:}i,=l is a product weight sequence such that

Vtn Ein=l i, Vtn Ejn=l t, vi,j 1,i satisfies V V cx. If l <
p < cx and b {bi,y}i,j= > O, then

Y]4,c= ai,jbi,j
sup

o <_ a. (Ei,j=l ai,jPi,j)lip
1 /’

bk,n Vi,y (4.1)
i,j--1

where a {ai,j}i,j=l is decreasing in both andj.

Proof Denote the left side of (4.1) by O(b). To prove the lower bound,
{an,m}n,m= is an arbitrary sequence c,,m > 0, n, rn E and letsuppose oo

n=i m=j
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Then

O(b) >_

But by (2.10) of Corollary 2.6 and an interchange of order of
summation, it follows that

O(b)

> C-l/t’ sup
OZn, >_ 0

En%l Em----1 (l’n,mVn,mlln,m)(ISn,mlVn,m) Ein--1 ET=I bid

where the last equality follows from Theorem 2.4. Since Vn,m VtnV,
the lower bound follows.
To prove the upper bound of O(b), we proceed as in the continuous

case. The interchange of order of summation and the monotonicity of

{ai,j}i,C=l shows that

ai,jbi,j ai,ybi,j(V;) -1 v
i,j=l j=l i=1 k=l

a,b,(V)
]=1 k=l

bi,j(V;) -1va,s
j=l k=l =k

If nk,j /k= bi,j, Bo,i O, j E then, since V o, Abel’s formula
(2.14) shows that

-1bi,j(V;) -1
_

Bi,jVi+l (V;) -1 (Vi+l)
i=k i=k
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so that

ai,jbi,j <_ vak,j Bi,jvi+ (Vi) (Vi+
i,j=l j=l k=l i=k

j=l k=l

oo oo j

E vEa/,yUk,/(Vj")-’ [] :, (4.2)
k=l j=l

where Uk,j _,i__kBi,jCi+l(V)-(V+l) -1. Again an interchange of
order of summation and the fact that ak,: is decreasing in j shows
that

oo j oo oo

j= s= s= j=

< E v"a k,yLvj (4.3)s k,sE U /,d! -1

s=l

But if Wk,n--sn=l Uk,j, Wk,0--0, k, n EI then again by Abel’s
formula (2.14)

y=s y=s

Substituting into (4.3) and then the result into (4.2) shows that

ai,jbi,j _< E v k v s ak, s

_
Wk,yv]+ (Vj’)- j+]

i,j=l k=l s=l j=s

< E ak, sVk,sEW’k,jL j)
k,s=l j=s

k, s=

-1

k, s= j=

(4.4)
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_< 1. Also sinceby n61der’s inequality and the fact that y+l(Vj_)-)-1vi+ (Vi+ < then by the definition of Wk,y

Hence the second product of (4.4) is not larger than

by (2.10) of Corollary 2.6. Hence, according to (4.4)

-’]4,j_.__.__3 a_i,jbi,____j < C ba,e vi,j
(EkTs=l,sVk, s) l/p- i=, WSt’ a=

and thus the upper bound of O(b) follows.

Remark 4.2

(a) If the sequence {ai,j}i,.= is increasing in both andj or decreasing
in and increasing inj duality theorems similar to that of Theorem
4.1 can be proved. However, unlike the continuous case
(Corollaries 3.3 and 3.4) the result cannot be obtained from a
change of index (variable), but one requires corresponding results
to Corollary 2.6. We shall not give the details.

(b) If in (4.1) we take bi,j= Ui,j, i,j then the upper bound of (4.1)
yields the inequality

E ai,jUi,j C E 4Jvi’j
,j= i,j=
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where 0 < a g, provided the right side of (4.1) (with bi,j--" ui,j) is
finite.

Finally, the proof of Theorem 4.1 also yields the one dimensional
result:

COROLLARY 4.3 /f {ai}il is a non-negative decreasing sequence and
0 < b {bi}i=l then for 1 < p < cx,

_,i__l aibisup
0 < a (Ei=l aPivi) lip i=1 k=l

where Vi Ek=l Vk satisfies Voo c.

This result was proved in [9, p. 368] under the additional condition
that limn_o(v+ live) C > O.

5. APPLICATIONS

Suppose T is a positive integral operator defined on functions

f: R_ R+, decreasing in each of its variables (0 <fg) and T its
formal adjoint. If v is a product weight such that Vi(xi)= f’ vi
satisfies V,()=, i= 1,2,... ,n and u any weight function, then
Corollary 3.2 and Theorem 2.4 shows that the inequality

( fn+ lTf(x)lqu(x)dx)
1/q

<_ C f(x)v(x)dx (5.1)

1 < p, q < o, 0 <fg, is equivalent to the inequality

where 0 < g, is arbitrary.
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Hence, to characterize the weights u,v for which (5.1) is satisfied
(with 0 <f is equivalent to characterize the weights for which (5.2)
is satisfied. In other words the characterization of weights for which
(5.1) holds is equivalent to characterize the weights for which Tl:
Lq’ ._ L_p,u-q’ is bounded, where

X

Similar notions result from our duality theorems in Section 3 when
T is defined on the cone of functions which are monotone (increasing,
decreasing or increasing in some variables and decreasing in others).
Of course it still may be a formidable task to characterize weight

functions for which (5.2) is satisfied for general T. However, for some
operators this is possible and if u is in addition also a product weight
then some results are quite simple.
The simplest case is when T is the identity operator. In fact,

Theorem 3.1 implies the following somewhat weaker version of a
recent result in [2, Theorem 2.2, Theorem 2.5]"

THEOREM 5.1 Suppose u and v are product weights on n+ and <p <

(a) lf V(x) f v, Vi(xi) f’ vi with V(cx)= cx, i= 1,...,n, then the
following are equivalent:

(i) For 0 <f

( fn+fqu)
l/q

< f( f+fPv)l/p_ (5.3)

is satisfied.
(ii) For any g > 0

<_ C g(x)q’ u(x) -q’dx (5.4)

holds
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(iii) sup > o(f v,(t)dt)-/(f u,(t)dt)/ <
for i=l,...,n.

(b) If V; (xi) fx vi satisfies V; (0) , i= 1,..., n, V* (x) fo v
then for 0 f, (5.3) is equivalent to (5.4) with V replaced by ,
which in turn is equivalent to

( )-l/p( )l/qsup vi ui < ,
s>0

i- 1,...,n.

Proof (a) We already noted the equivalence of (i) and (ii). That
(ii) and (iii) are equivalent follows from Theorem 2.1 with f replaced
by g, q by pr, u by vV-# and v by u1-q’. Then by (2.2), (5.4) is
equivalent to

sup vi(t)Vi(t)-P’dt ut(t)(1-q’)(1-qldt
s>0

Vi(s)-I/P (los I 1/q

sup ui(t)dt < oo
s>0(p’ 1) 1/#

1/q

i= 1,...,n. 1

The proof of (b) follows similarly or alternately from (a) via

changes of variables.

Remark 5.2 Recall (cf. [5]) that iffis a measurable function on (X, #),
then Af (a)= #({X E X" If (x)l > a}), a > 0, is the distribution function

offand its generalized inverse, or more preciselyf* (t) inf, > 0{Af (a)
< t} is the decreasing rearrangement of Ifl. It is clear that by Fubini’s
theorem if p > 0

lfl’d fof*(t)dt.

If w is a weight function and the Lorentz spaces are defined by

A,,, (f: (fof*(t)Ptv(t)dt)l/P<ool
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then the one dimensional form of Theorem 5.1 shows that
for 1 <p<q< o, Ap, vCAq,,, if and only if u,v satisfy (iii) with
i=1.

In [1], Barza has shown that one may extend the rearrangement
of a function f(x,y), where (x,y)6(X x Y) and (X,/) (Y,/) are
measure spaces. For fixed x write f(x, y)=f,(y) and let f(t) be its
rearrangement with respect to y. Iff;(t) F(x) then let F(s) be the
rearrangement of F with respect to x for fixed y. We denote
F(s) =f(s,t), where the subscript denotes that one rearranged f
with respect to the second variable first, and then with the first
variable.

It is not difficult to see thatf fi"2, however

Ifldu dlz f* (s,t)dtds s21 fl2( ,t)dtds.

In analogy to the Lorentz spaces defined above one can define the
"two-dimensional" Lorentz spaces by

A2, (f defined on (X x Y, # x/z)

fi*,l (s, tlPw(s, t)dtds

where 0 < p < and w a weight on +. Hence again, Theorem 5.1
with n 2, shows that for product weights u and v

2C Aq,u, 1 <p <_ q < c,

if and only if (iii) holds.
The next result concerns the two dimensional Hardy operator,

defined on decreasing function.

THEOREM 5.3 Suppose u and v are product weights, Vi(xi)--
f’ vi(t)dt, i-- 1,2; satisfies Vi(oo) 0(3. If < p <_ q < o and 0 <_f,
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then

is satisfied, if and only iffor i= 1, 2

sup v(t)dt u(t)tqdt
s>O

< oo (5.6)

and

sup p’ Vi(t)-p’vi(t)dt
1/’ oo 1/q

ui(t)dt
s>0

< oo. (5.7)

Proof Since Tf(x)= ff its conjugate is T*g(x)= fOg. But
(5.5) is equivalent to (5.2) for arbitrary g_>0. Hence to
characterize the weights for which (5.2) is satisfied, we must
compute

foXT*g foX foX2 ( ft ft2g(cl,a2)dt2dcl)dt2dtl
fO xl [fO x2 (ft2G,tl,O2)do2)dt2]dtl,

where G(q, c2) fo g(l, ce2)dol. But since
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it follows on interchanging the order of integration that

respectively. Hence by Minkowski’s inequality, (5.2) with n 2, will be
satisfied, if and only if

(5.8)
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is satisfied for j= 1,2, 3, 4. Now we apply Theorem 2.1 twice with
q =p’. Withf(c0 cg(a)

if and only if

( )"(/0’ ("sup vi(t) Vi(t)-#dt ui(t)l 1-q

> 0 tq’ dt

(o )-’(/osup vi(t)dt ui(t)tqdt
s>0(p’- 1) I/p’

But this is clearly the case by (5.6). Also by Theorem 2.1

( fa+ la(x)’V(x)-’v(x)dx)
/#

(2+ xP’V(x)-P’I(X)(foo g)P’dx)lip’ <_ CJ,

if and only if (5.7) is satisfied. Next, by Corollary 2.3

(f I3 (x)P’V(x)-P’I(x)dx)
lip’

(f XP2’(fO xl fx; lg(l’)dl’)
p’

< C( +(alg(a))q’ u(a):-q’ da)
1/q’

V()-#v(x)d)
CJ,
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if and only if

oo liP’ ii (t) dtsup vl t) VI t)-P’dt
s>0 t-q

sup Vl (t)dt u (t)tqdt
s>0(p’ 1) I/p’

and

sup tP’V.(t)-P’v:(t)dt
s>0

l/q

But this is the case by (5.6) with i= and (5.7) with 2. By symmetry
we obtain the estimate involving 12 in the same way provided (5.6)
holds with 2 and (5.7) with 1. This proves the theorem.

If < p _< q < c, }’i(t) a’, ui(t) Bi-q, < ai <p- 1,
</i < q- and (ai+ 1)a (/3i+ 1)p, i= 1,2 is satisfied, then (5.6)

and (5.7) are satisfied. Hence for the weights v(x)= x’x22, u(x)=
Xll-qx22-q Theorem 5.3 holds.

It is clear that Theorem 5.3 has a discrete analogue.
}i,j=l. Then theConsider sequences 0 <_ a {ai,j}i,j=, 0 <_ b {bid oo

two dimensional C6saro operator and its conjugate Copson operator
are defined by

j oo

k=l e=l k=i

Suppose u {ui,j}i,j=l, v {lli,j}i,j= are product sequences, that is

u,j= u,.i u2,, v,= v, v., i,j N. Denote also by Vl,i = v,,
V., _1 v, then the discrete analogue ofTheorem 5.3 has the form"

To 5.4 Suppose < p _< q < oe, il {ili,j},_l, v {,},j_
are product sequences, such that V, V., o. Then the following
are equivalent:

(i) For 0 < a (i.e., {ai,j}i,=l decreases in andj

o’i,j(a)qui,j C Z ai,J vi,j
i,j= ,j=l

is satisfied.
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(ii) For 0 <_ b {bij}id=l arbitrary,

EE0",t(b) (Vl’iV2’J)-P’
i,j=l k=l

< C hq’ 1-q’
--i,jui,j

i,j=l

vi’J 1

holds.
(iii)

sup %k(V%k)-p’

s E N k=s

.p
s E NI k=l

1/q

are satisfiedfor 7 1 and 7 2.

The proof is essentially the same as that of Theorem 5.3. The
equivalence of (i) and (ii) follows from Theorem 4.1 and Theorem 2.4.
The equivalence of (ii) and (iii) follows from estimates such as
Corollary 2.6 obtained from Theorem 2.5 once it is observed that

oo oo oo

a=l /=j a=i fl=j

We omit the details.
Note that the first supremum of (iii) does not have the form (5.6)

because we cannot integrate. However, it follows from (2.13) that

( =l VT,k)-l/P’ ( =l UT,kkq) l/q
<C

for all x E , 7 1, 2, implies that the finiteness of the first supremum
in (iii).
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